suggests that the apparent absence of waves is a consequence of the experimental paradigm (A. Gabriel 
Evidence for Common Themes in Wave Dynamics Summary
In all vertebrates studied to date, the temporal frequencies of stimulus-driven oscillations are in the range beThe theory of coupled phase oscillators provides a tween 10 and 100 Hz, e.g., ‫04ف‬ Hz in cat visual areas framework to understand the emergent properties of (Gray, 1994) . Invertebrates tend to exhibit lower temponetworks of neuronal oscillators. When the architecral frequencies, e.g., ‫1ف‬ Hz in the central olfactory systure of the network is dominated by short-range contem of terrestrial mollusks (Gelperin and Tank, 1990) , as nections, the pattern of electrical output is predicted well as lower propagation speeds for the waves (Bullock to correspond to traveling plane and rotating waves, and Horridge, 1965). It is unlikely that the exact value in addition to synchronized output. We argue that this of the frequency is relevant for many aspects of spatial theory provides the foundation for understanding the pattern formation. Further, since the wavelength for the traveling electrical waves that are observed across pattern is set by the ratio of the propagation speed in olfactory, visual, and visuomotor areas of cortex in a the nervous tissue to the frequency of the oscillation, variety of species. The waves are typically present the wavelength for both vertebrates and invertebrates during periods outside of stimulation, while synchrotends to be in the range of 1-10 mm. nous activity typically dominates in the presence of a
The experimental evidence for electrical waves in strong stimulus. We suggest that the continuum of awake and aroused vertebrate preparations, as well as phase shifts during epochs with traveling waves prosemiintact and active invertebrate preparations, is convides a means to scan the incoming sensory stream sistent with a number of themes (Table 1) .
(1) The total for novel features. Experiments to test our theoretical phase shift is always less than 2 radians (i.e., the spatial approach are presented.
extent of the wave is less than one wavelength). Thus, the observed pattern of variation in peak amplitude varies less than one full cycle over areas that span from Stimulus-induced oscillations are a hallmark of neuronal less than one millimeter (mollusks) to many centimeters dynamics in many sensory systems (Gray, 1994) . In the (mammals). In addition, the range of the direct interacvisual system of mammals, oscillations occur along both tions (i.e., the combined axonal and dendritic arborizasensory and sensorimotor limbs of the visual system tion length for monosynaptic connections between (Roelfsema et Kopell and Ermentrout, 1986) show that a in electrical output caused by the onset of sensory stimform of oscillations known as traveling oscillatory waves ulation, the change is from a lower temporal frequency are an emergent property of systems with spatially reof oscillations, or from no oscillations, to a higher frestricted connectivity. Examples that bear out these prequency. Lastly, we note that in motor areas, as opposed dictions are observed in multisite measurements across to sensory cortices, the effect of sensory stimulation on the central olfactory organs of some species (Freeman, the form of network oscillations appears less systematic 1978; Delaney et al., 1994; Lam et al., 2000) , the visual at present (Ahissar and Vaadia, 1990; Murthy and Fetz, system of turtle (Prechtl et al., 1997 (Prechtl et al., , 2000 , and possibly 1992; Sanes and Donoghue, 1993). throughout human cortex (Ribary et al., 1991; Kelso, 1995) . Although traveling waves of electrical activity are Theoretical Considerations for Networks usually not reported in studies on visual cortices of cat of Oscillators or monkey (i.e., the reported stimulus-induced electrical Traveling waves of oscillatory activity take on a number activity is coherent with no phase shift), recent evidence of forms. The simplest pattern is that of a plane wave, in which the membrane voltage of neurons at different locations, denoted V(x,t), is essentially one-dimensional. The amplitude of the wave is a periodic function of time and space, that is, as the phase, denoted (t) (Figure 2a ). The value of (t) varies over 2 radians as the output of the neuronal oscillator progresses from rest to depolarization to spike
generation to repolarization and around again over the course of one period. where is the frequency of the oscillator, c is the speed Under a variety of conditions, the behavior of networks of the wave, and c/ is the wavelength. Additional patof neurons with largely oscillatory output may be apterns occur in two dimensions, the most common of proximated by a system of equations that govern the which are target waves, which look like expanding bull'sphases of each of the oscillators. In this limit, the theory eyes, and rotating or spiral waves. of coupled phase oscillators, which has found broad Traveling electrical waves may nominally appear from application to biological, chemical and physical pheone of three distinct mechanisms. (1) Apparent wave nomena (Kuramoto, 1984) , provides a framework to motion may originate when a single neuronal oscillator model experimentally observed oscillations and waves. (i.e., a pacemaker) directly excites neighboring regions
The strict validity of this approach rests on two assumpof cortex through a progression of increasing time detions. First, each neuron or group of neurons in the lays (Figure 1a) . The wave motion is fictive, much like network must be intrinsically oscillatory. Second, the the lights on a marquee. An example is the wave of interactions among the neurons, or groups of neurons current discharge along the length of the electric eel that comprise an oscillator unit, must be weak. Thus, (Bullock and Heiligenberg, 1987) . (2) True wave motion the activity of one oscillator can affect the timing of may originate from a single neuronal oscillator whose another oscillator but cannot distort the form of the output propagates along a chain of neurons or, equivaoscillators limit cycle, which includes the shape of the lently, through serially linked groups of neurons. In this action potential (Kuramoto, 1984 The phase description provides a means to calculate coupled neuronal oscillators, in which all of the neurons and understand how the detailed description of the syncan produce rhythmic output on their own. Thus, wave aptic interactions among neurons can effect their relapropagation does not rely on a single pacemaker. tive timing and, thus, lead to the formation of spatially Rather, the wave motion originates as stable differences and temporally patterned electrical output. The essential in the phase of the rhythmic output among all of the aspect of the phase description is to calculate the effecneuronal oscillators in the network (Figure 1c) . The dytive interaction, denoted ⌫( i Ϫ j ), between the phase namics and functional role of such waves are the focus of the neuronal oscillator at location "i" and that at locaof our analysis. tion "j." This procedure is described in detail in the TutoThe dynamics of individual neurons is governed by a rial for the case of a cortical motor neuron that makes multiplicity of state variables, including membrane voltexcitatory synaptic connections (Figure 2) , and the theoage, channel activation parameters, and intracellular ion retical results are explicitly compared with the data of concentrations. When the spiking output of a cell is Reyes and Fetz (1993) (Figure 2b) . A strength of this periodic, or even approximately so, the underlying dynamics may be described by a single variable known procedure is that the phase differences in neuronal out-oscillator at location "i" satisfies
The function ⌫( i Ϫ j ) describes the interaction among the phases of the pair of oscillators at locations i and j. The sum is only over pairs that form direct connections and, thus, implicitly defines the architecture of the network. The interaction function is periodic [i.e., of the phase of the presynaptic cell, j . In particular, the postsynaptic We consider how the biophysical properties of neurons and their current depends on the release of neurotransmitter by the presynapsynaptic connections are used to determine the dynamics of neutic neuron, which is described by a synaptic activation function, ronal activity in the context of the phase oscillator approximation.
denoted S(V,t) ( Figure 2c) . Further, the current varies in direct proThis limit strictly applies when the interactions among the oscillators portion to the ionic driving force, which is mediated by the postsynare weak, so that the output of one oscillator does not distort the aptic cell. shape of the limit cycle, or action potential, of another. The results
The above arguments allow us to write the perturbation term for of numerical simulations suggest that this approach is useful away an interaction that is mediated by a chemical synapse as from ideal conditions (Grannan et al., 1993; Hansel et al., 1995) .
The dynamics of the network is governed by a set of equations
] that describe the relative phases of the neuronal oscillators at all locations. These equations depend solely on the phase, (t), of each oscillator and only on pairwise interactions. The phase of the where g syn is the maximum synaptic conductance, C is the capaci-tance of the postsynaptic cell, and E syn is the synaptic reversal potential. In the limit of weak coupling, the magnitude of g syn is infinitesimal in comparison with the total conductance of the neuron. The evaluation of the interaction, ⌫( i Ϫ j ) (Equation 2), is considerably simplified by the factorization of P( i , j ) into pre-and postsynaptic terms. The integrand Z( i )P( i , j ) can be expressed as the product of the presynaptic activation, S( j ), times a postsynaptic response term, denoted R( i ), that is defined by
This function is similar in shape to Z( i ) (cf. Figures 2b and 2d ). The culmination of the above steps allows us to express an interaction that is mediated by a chemical synapse in an intuitive form, that is,
The resultant 
Two Oscillator Networks Reveal the Origin of Phase Shifts
The nature of the interaction ⌫( i Ϫ j ) (Figure 2d and Tutorial) is revealed by considering its effect on a pair of oscillators, which we label "1" and "2" (Figure 3 ). In general, the neurons are phase locked when the phases of their output evolve with the same time dependence, that is,
case of nonsynchronous phase-locking is antiphase output, for which the two oscillations are one-half cycle 
is given by the odd component of ⌫( 1 Ϫ 2 ), that is, of noise, the phase coherence among neighboring oscillators is destroyed (Sompolinsky et al., 1991). In terms of measurements, fast noise will broaden the observed two-point correlation between the output of neighboring oscillators. Thus, for example, correlations on the timescale of individual action potentials may be averaged out while correlations on the timescale of bursts of action potentials are preserved.
A second source of variability is a distribution in the values of the parameters that underlie the calculation of ⌫( i Ϫ j ), or a distribution in the values of the isolated frequencies i . For the particular case of a distribution in frequencies, each oscillator can frequency-and phaselock with a relative phase shift that depends on the difference between its isolated frequency and that achieved by the phase-locked network of oscillators. The spatial organization of phase shifts will reflect the gradient. Alternatively, systematic phase differences between oscillators that organize into a traveling wave may The width of the distribution will be proportional to the standard deviation of the noise. At sufficiently high levels originate from connections that are spatially asymmetric (Figures 5a-5d) .
between the underlying neuronal oscillators. The pairThe measurements of Roelfsema et al. (1997) further wise interaction between the phases of neuronal oscillators that are arranged in specific architectures may be show a rapid switch between synchronous electrical determined similarly to that for single cells (see Tutorial). The analysis of the interaction between two model networks that approximate cortical hypercolumns shows that the magnitude and phase shifts of the interaction depend on the product of the activity of the pre-and postsynaptic neuronal oscillators (Grannan et al., 1993) . These changes in the synchronization properties of the effective interaction are solely a consequence of the underlying architecture and dynamics in a network with static synaptic strengths, as opposed, e.g., to biophysical changes in synaptic strength. They originate from changes in the relative activation of neuronal populations with different orientation preferences (Schuster and Wagner, 1990; Grannan et al., 1993). This mechanism provides a means by which changes in visual stimulus may mediate the extent of synchrony across neurons in visual cortex (Sompolinsky et al., 1990) . (Figet al., 1982) .
A Test of the Phase Model in Visual Cortex

Two-Dimensional Networks: Rotating Waves and Synchrony
The theory of patterned electrical output for networks of coupled oscillators in two-dimensional networks is presently incomplete. On the one hand, the problem is simple in that the onset of spatial phase gradients, as well as more complex phenomena, can occur in networks with identical oscillators and symmetric coupling solely to nearest neighbors. Thus, unlike the case for waves in one-dimensional networks, two-dimensional networks can support persistent patterns of electrical activity in the absence of asymmetric connections or an inhomogeneous distribution of parameters (Figures 1  and 4) . On the other hand, the problem of patterned electrical output in two-dimensional networks is difficult as a multiplicity of output patterns may occur in the same network. The details of these patterns depend on the underlying cellular mechanism for the oscillations, the nature of the synaptic connections between the neurons, the boundary conditions for the network, and the initial pattern of electrical activation. Nonetheless, such generic features as rotating electrical waves and synchronous output emerge from studies on coupled neuronal oscillators (Paullet and Ermentrout, 1994) . To illustrate the spontaneous appearance of waves in a two-dimensional network, we consider the model for phase oscillators, i (t) (Equation 1), on a 40 ϫ 40 lattice, so that each index "i" corresponds to a location (x, y). We couple the neurons only to their nearest neighbors and use an interaction function, ⌫( xy Ϫ xЈyЈ ), derived from a model for interacting cortical hypercolumns (Grannan et al., 1993) . This particular interaction function is synchronizing (i.e., an isolated pair of oscillators that are mutually coupled by this interaction will always synchronize the phase of their output). However, while synchrony is one possible state in the two-dimensional coupled lattice, it is not the only possibility. The results from simulations of the model show that the steady-state output patterns are either spatial synchrony or consist of one or more rotating waves (i.e., phase singularities or "pinwheel" centers) (Figure 7a) . The presence of a particular pattern depends on the initial state of each oscillator; a single rotating wave is stable for the example of Figure 7b . Each pattern is stable to small changes to the initial state. In some cases, the patterns never reach steady state, so that the centers of rotation drift with time. use of a fixation cue to define the onset of a trial will process is the difference between the rest potential of prove crucial to the proposed experiment. the neuron and the onset of inactivation for the Na ϩ Lastly, we speculate that traveling electrical waves channel, about 10 mV. This scale is similar to that seen may serve to label simultaneously perceived features in in intracellular recordings from neurons with oscillatory the stimulus stream with a unique phase. To the extent subthreshold activity in Limax (Gelperin and Tank, 1990) that different areas of cortex are organized as maps of and in cat primary visual cortex (Gray and McCormick, their respective sensory field, such as the retinotopic 1996). Note that periodic deinactivation renders the neuorganization in visual areas, the presence of waves ron largely unresponsive to input while it is transiently allows sensory activity at different spatial locations to hyperpolarized.
be tagged with a different temporal phase. Further, the A related potential benefit of oscillatory potentials is current experimental data shows that electrical waves to shift the spiking output of a neuron toward the peak propagate across neuronal areas with a total variation of the depolarized phase of the oscillations. This occurs in phase that is less than 2 (Table 1) , even though since the excitability of neurons is greatest during actitraveling waves could, in principle, encompass multiple vating versus inactivating phases of the underlying ionic cycles across an area. Thus, sensory activity at different currents, as shown experimentally (Lampl and Yarom, spatial locations is tagged with a unique value of phase. 1993; Reyes and Fetz, 1993; Mellon and Wheeler, 1999) In the context of models of associative neural networks, and in numerical simulations (Diesmann et al., 1999) . the addition of phase information may be used as a Thus, largely irrespective of when inputs arrive, the means to segment and categorize multiple inputs from rhythmic output of a neuron appears as bursts of spikes. each other and segment inputs from background (von We consider two potential computational roles for der Malsberg and Schneider, 1986; Sompolinsky and waves based on their emergence solely as a conseTsodyks, 1994; Wang and Terman, 1997). quence of oscillations in networks with predominantly short-range synaptic connections. These augment the computational benefit of purely synchronous oscillaThe Switch from Waves to Synchrony Subtle changes in the effective interaction between neutions discussed above. First, to the extent that periodic deinactivation heightens the sensitivity of neurons to ronal oscillators can tip the stability of a network from one supporting traveling waves to one supporting only respond to changes in their input, the presence of traveling electrical waves ensures that only part of the sensory synchrony or near synchrony. One mechanism, discussed in the context of waves in the olfactory system of field is rendered unresponsive during each period of the oscillations. This is in contrast to the periodic epochs Limax (Figure 4 Neurosci., abstract). One mechanism for this is field is further hypothesized to lead to synchronous activ-
